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The default mode network (DMN) is often considered a functionally homogeneous system that is broadly associated with internally
directed cognition (e.g., episodic memory, theory of mind, self-evaluation). However, few studies have examined how this network
interacts with other networks during putative “default” processes such as episodic memory retrieval. Using functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging, we investigated the topography and response profile of human parietal regions inside and outside the DMN, indepen-
dently defined using task-evoked deactivations and resting-state functional connectivity, during episodic memory retrieval. Memory
retrieval activatedposteriornodesof theDMN,particularly theangular gyrus, but alsomoreanterior anddorsal parietal regions thatwere
anatomically separate fromtheDMN.The two sets of parietal regions showeddifferent resting-state functional connectivity and response
profiles. During memory retrieval, responses in DMN regions peaked sooner than non-DMN regions, which in turn showed responses
that were sustained until a final memory judgment was reached. Moreover, a parahippocampal region that showed strong resting-state
connectivity with parietal DMN regions also exhibited a pattern of task-evoked activity similar to that exhibited by DMN regions. These
results suggest that DMN parietal regions directly supported memory retrieval, whereas non-DMN parietal regions were more involved
in postretrieval processes such as memory-based decision making. Finally, a robust functional dissociation within the DMN was ob-
served.Whereas angular gyrus andposterior cingulate/precuneuswere significantly activatedduringmemory retrieval, ananteriorDMN
node inmedial prefrontal cortex was strongly deactivated. This latter finding demonstrates functional heterogeneity rather than homo-
geneity within the DMN during episodic memory retrieval.
Introduction
The default mode network (DMN) is defined as the set of brain
regions that are consistently more activated during a resting or pas-
sive baseline condition than during active, goal-directed analyses of
environmental stimuli (Shulman et al., 1997; Raichle et al., 2001). A
similar network shows strongly correlated activity in the resting state
(Greicius et al., 2003; Greicius andMenon, 2004). Because this net-
work is highly reproducible across multiple analysis techniques and
experimental conditions, it is often described as a unitary, homoge-
neous system that is primarily responsible formany aspects of inter-
nally directed cognition, such as episodic memory, theory of mind,
self-evaluation, and introspection (for review, see Buckner et al.,
2008).
Yet the DMNmay also interact with non-default regions dur-
ing internally directed cognition. Cortical regions inside and out-
side the DMN [e.g., prefrontal cortex (PFC), intraparietal sulcus
(IPS) (Buckner andWheeler, 2001; Fletcher and Henson, 2001)]
play important roles during episodic memory retrieval. Vilberg
and Rugg (2008) suggested that regions in the left angular gyrus
(AG), part of the DMN, may directly support episodic retrieval
through their known anatomical and functional connections
with themedial temporal lobe (Rushworth et al., 2006; Vincent et
al., 2006; Uddin et al., 2010), whereas more dorsal regions along
the IPS may support postretrieval processes, such as memory-
guided decision making. Here, we provide novel evidence con-
cerning the functions of regions inside and outside the DMN
during episodic memory retrieval.
The unitary nature of DMN activity during episodic re-
trieval has also been questioned. Studies focusing on network
functional architecture indicate that the DMN involves inter-
acting subsystems (Buckner et al., 2008; Uddin et al., 2009;
Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2010), each poten-
tially responsible for specific aspects of internally directed
cognition. “Old/new” and “remember/know” effects are typi-
cally observed during episodic memory tasks in regions that
overlap with posterior DMN nodes (Wagner et al., 2005),
whereas the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) seems to be
preferentially activated when the memory task involves auto-
biographical information (Svoboda et al., 2006; McDermott et
al., 2009), suggesting that the DMN may dissociate during
episodic retrieval. However, no study has shown a task-
induced dissociation of anteroposterior nodes of the DMN.
Here, we provide novel evidence for this dissociation.
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In the present paper, we independently defined the DMN,
based on the deactivations induced by a perceptual search task
and resting-state functional connectivity analyses, and thenmea-
sured task-evoked activity during amemory search task that tem-
porally isolated memory retrieval from the response indicating
the memory judgment. We observed a strong functional dissoci-
ation in the time courses of task-evoked activity between parietal
regions located inside and outside the DMN. Moreover, only
DMN parietal regions showed task-evoked and resting-state re-
lationshipswith a parahippocampal region. These results support
the hypothesis that the former regions directly support mem-
ory retrieval, whereas the latter are more involved in postre-
trieval processes such asmemory-based decisionmaking. Finally,
whereas posterior nodes of the DMN were activated during epi-
sodic memory retrieval, the primary anterior node in mPFC was
deactivated, indicating that the homogeneity of the DMN that
has been observed during externally directed tasks does not hold
during episodic memory retrieval.
Materials andMethods
Subjects
Nineteen healthy right-handed subjects (mean age, 26.8 years; range,
23–32 years; three males) gave informed consent in accordance with
guidelines set by the Human Studies Committee of Washington Univer-
sity. Each participant performed a perceptual search task and an episodic
memory search involving audiovisual material on different days, coun-
terbalanced across subjects. In addition, subjects were scanned at rest
for 30 min [resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-
fMRI)]. Exclusion criteria were insufficient knowledge of the English
language and familiarity with the audiovisualmaterial used. Some results
from this dataset have been recently published (Sestieri et al., 2010).
Study materials
Perceptual search task.A total of 250 sentences was generated, instructing
subjects to search for a specific target that could appear at any time and
location in a subsequent video clip: a colored object (“Do you see a light
brownbag laying somewhere in the room?”) or a specific character (“Can
you detect a man standing on the street wearing red pants?”). Fifty sen-
tences from this set served as catch trials (see below, Linear modeling).
The mean length of the sentences was 12.4  1.2 words or 59.9  3.7
characters (spaces included). Sentences were presented in white color,
arial font, within a window, covering 4.5  4 degrees of visual angle
located at the center of a black display. Two hundred 12-s-long video
clips were extracted from four movies directed by Robert Altman (Nash-
ville, Short Cuts,Kansas City, andAPrairieHomeCompanion). Clipswere
in colors, covering8.7 degrees of visual angle on the horizontal axis and
were presented with the associated soundtrack. A central white fixation
cross was superimposed over the clip. The clips contained ordinary types
of events involving different people in a variety of contexts. One hundred
twenty video clips (target trials) contained the target specified in the
preceding sentence. Targets were presented on the display for a variable
amount of time across trials (mean, 1808 ms; range, 467–2970 ms), but
their duration on the screen was always within a specified interval (early,
0–4 s; middle, 4–8 s; late, 8–12 s). Forty video clips (oddball trials) did
not contain the specified target but contained a 400 ms duration visual
effect, a transparent expanding ripple that started from the center of the
clip, which could appear in one of the three time intervals specified
above. Oddball trials were included in the linear modeling of the blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal, but since they were not the
focus of the present paper, theywere not used for behavioral analyses and
will not be discussed further. The remaining 40 video clips (nontarget
trials) did not contain a specific target. Twenty additional sentences and
16 video clips were used as practice material before the actual task.
Episodic memory search task. The study material for the encoding ses-
sion consisted of two 28 min episodes from an English language tele-
vision sitcom (Curb Your Enthusiasm, by Larry David; Home BoxOffice)
depicting the events in the life of the main character. The episodes (sea-
son 1, chapters 4 and 5) contained ordinary types of events (e.g., a lunch
in a restaurant, a visit to the doctor). Real life, highly contextualized
episodic memory encoding has been shown to result in particularly ro-
bust episodic memory retention (Furman et al., 2007). During the re-
trieval phase of the study, 200 sentences were presented addressing
memory for details and events across the two episodes. Sentences were
presented in white color, within a window covering4.5 4 degrees of
visual angle that was located at the center of a black display. One hundred
sixty sentences were used for the retrieval task while the remaining 40
sentences were used as catch trials to estimate the activations produced
by sentence reading (see Materials and Methods). To promote a strong
episodic memory search effort and obtain sufficiently long retrieval
times, we conducted pilot experiments in which we tested accuracy and
retrieval times for different kinds of questions. For the present study, we
focused on threemain kinds of sentences: questions about specific details
of a single event (“SE”) (e.g., “In Larry’s office, there was a poster of a
clown behind his secretary’s desk”), of order between two events (“OE”)
(e.g., “Richard mentioned his problem with alcohol before his intimacy
problem”), or of multiple events (“ME”) (e.g., “Larry argued with the
nurse in the waiting room more than three times”). Each question was
either true or false. The mean length of a sentence was 12.1 1.9 words
or 66.4 8.3 characters (spaces included). Twenty additional sentences
served as practice material before the actual task. Occasionally, while
subjects were answering a question concerning one episode, a question
was presented concerning the other episode. We refer to these ques-
tions as “invalid questions.” However, the BOLD responses to these
questions were not the focus of the present paper, and, although they
were specified in the general linear model, they will not be discussed
further.
Procedure
Perceptual search task.The task structure is depicted in Figure 1a. On each
trial, a sentence was presented on the screen for 4 s instructing subjects to
search for a specific target that could appear at any time and location in a
subsequent video clip. Next, a video clip, covering8.7 degrees of visual
angle on the horizontal axis, was presented at the center of a black display
for 12 s, followed by a variable intertrial interval (ITI) (4.1,6.2,8.3
s) with a central red fixation cross. Three kinds of clips were presented:
clips containing the target (“target”), clips containing an oddball target
(“oddball”), and clips not containing any target (“nontarget”). The target
could appear at any time during the video clip, resulting in variable
search time across trials. The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates examples of
early (0–4 s after sentence offset),middle (4–8 s), and late (8–12 s) trials,
representing different search times. Subjects were instructed to read
the sentence and search for the specific visual target in the upcoming
video clip, while maintaining central fixation. When either the target
or the oddball target was detected, subjects had to press one of the two
“yes” keys, depending on their confidence (high, low), as quickly as
possible. If a target was not detected, they had to press one of the two
“no” buttons, depending on their confidence, at the end of the clip.
Response confidence was rated with the following category–key map-
ping: left middle finger, yes, high confidence; left index, yes, low
confidence; right index, no, low confidence; right middle, no, high
confidence.
Subjects knew that targets could appear only once during the clip and
they were instructed to passively watch the end of the clip after a target
had been detected. During “catch” trials, the sentence was immediately
followed by the black display containing the red fixation cross. Responses
were categorized in four classes: “hit,” if one of the yes buttons was
pressed during either a target or an oddball trial, within a time window
starting at target onset and ending 1.5 s after target offset; “miss,” if one of
the no buttons was pressed at the end of either a target or an oddball trial;
“correct rejection” (CR), if one of the no buttons was pressed at the end
of a nontarget trial; “false alarm” (FA) if one of the yes buttons was
pressed outside the time window during a target or oddball trial, or
during a nontarget trial. A total of 10 runs, each containing 25 trials, was
conducted.
The perceptual task, which requires search of a complex environment
and detection of a visual target, differs from traditional visual search
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paradigms (Nakayama and Silverman, 1986; Treisman, 1988). Subjects
have no previous knowledge of the distracters, which vary across many
dimensions, and have only a verbal description of the target. Nonethe-
less, this task involves visual displays similar to those involved in the
memory task and requires active goal-directed analysis of environmental
stimuli, which is known to deactivate the DMN.
Episodic memory search task. During the encoding session, subjects
watched two episodes from an English language television sitcom. The
episodes were presented in a counterbalanced order, in two different
dark rooms, separated by an hour break. Subjects were instructed to
watch themovie, trying to focus on it and remain concentrated through-
out, since later they would be given a memory test involving the pre-
sentedmaterial. Subjects were told to avoid any specificmemory strategy
favoring a particular kind ofmemory (e.g., verbal, visual) over the others.
They reported no difficulty following these instructions.
Approximately 24 h after the encoding session, subjects performed the
fMRI retrieval session. The task structure of the episodic memory search
task is depicted in Figure 1b. On each trial, a sentence addressingmemory
for details and events across the two episodes was presented for 4 s at the
center of the screen. The sentence was followed by a memory search
phase in which a black display with a white central fixation cross was
presented. Subjects were instructed to read the sentence, wait until it
disappeared, and then take the time they needed, up to 15 s, to retrieve
the specific information and provide a yes/no judgment, depending on
their confidence (high, low), about the accuracy of the sentence (defined
as the detection phase for consistency with the perceptual task), while
maintaining central fixation. Judgments were made using four buttons
with the same category–key mapping used for the perceptual task.
In this case, the source of search duration variability was the subject’s
decision time, reflecting the time needed to retrieve the critical informa-
tion and answer the question. The diagram in Figure 1b illustrates exam-
ples of early (0–4 s after sentence offset), middle (4–8 s), and late (8–12
s) trials representing different search times. After the subject’s response,
the fixation cross turned red, indicating the onset of a variable intertrial
interval (4.1, 6.2, 8.3 s) that preceded the next sentence. During catch
trials, the sentence was immediately followed by the black display con-
taining the red fixation cross. Subjects were asked not to retrieve infor-
mation after catch trial sentences. Five runs of 20 trials pertaining to the
episode encoded first were presented, followed
by five runs pertaining to the episode encoded
second.
Throughout the paper, we use the phrase
memory search or memory retrieval as a proxy
for a broad range of processes that involve the
retrieval of episodic information guided by the
behavioral goal, the organization and evalua-
tion of the retrieved information, and the
accumulation of evidence that pointed to a
particular response (Moscovitch andWinocur,
1995; Badre and Wagner, 2007; Mecklinger,
2010). These processes should not be necessar-
ily considered as organized serially, but rather
as processes in cascade or continuous flow. In
addition, the current task differs from many
recognition tests since stimuli presented at re-
trieval (written sentences) do not reproduce
the study material (audiovisual episodes) and
are used as cues for recovering detailed mem-
ory representations. As noted by Mendelsohn
et al. (2010), this type of retrieval, which they
termed “cued recollection,” likely involves
elaborative recall processes of imagery and
scene reconstruction, in addition to a general
sense of familiarity.
Imaging methods and preprocessing of
BOLD images
Images were acquired with a Siemens Allegra
3T scanner. Structural images were obtained
during the first scanning session using a sagittal
magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo T1-weighted
sequence [repetition time (TR), 1810 ms; echo time (TE), 3.93 ms; flip
angle, 12°; time for inversion, 1200ms; voxel size, 1 1 1.25mm] and
a T2-weighted spin-echo sequence (TR, 3800 ms; TE, 90 ms; flip angle,
90°). BOLD contrast functional images were acquired using a gradient
echo echo-planar sequence (TR, 2.064 ms; TE, 25 ms; flip angle, 90°; 32
contiguous 4 mm axial slices; 4  4 mm in-plane resolution). BOLD
images were motion-corrected within and between runs, corrected for
across-slice timing differences, resampled into 3 mm isotropic voxels,
and warped into a standardized atlas space (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988). Preprocessing included a whole-brain normalization that cor-
rected for changes in overall image intensity between BOLD runs [but
not between magnetic resonance (MR) frames within a run]. Impor-
tantly, since the same scaling factor was uniformly applied to all MR
frames within a BOLD run, this normalization could not result in arti-
factual deactivations (Aguirre et al., 1998).
Linear modeling
Data were analyzed using two general linear models (GLMs). The overall
approach has been described and validated in several previous studies
(Ollinger et al., 2001a,b; Shulman et al., 2003, 2007; Sestieri et al., 2010).
Supplemental Figure 1 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material) illustrates the linear modeling method that was used for the
analysis of the perceptual and the memory task.
The “process” GLM. The aim of the first regression model was to sep-
arately estimate the BOLD signal for the different task processes that
temporally overlapped in the course of a trial (Courtney et al., 1997;
D’Esposito et al., 1999; Todd and Marois, 2004). For example, in the
perceptual task, BOLD signals in a particular cortical region could be
affected by sentence reading (sentence), by visual and auditory stimula-
tion (display), by search for a target (search), by target detection and
response (detection), or by a combination of these processes. Analo-
gously, in the memory task, BOLD signals in a particular region could be
affected by sentence reading (sentence), by search in memory (search),
by responding to the question (detection), or by a combination of these
processes. A multiple parameter regression model was created that spec-
ified the effects of the various task processes on the observed BOLD. The
model assumed that the observed BOLD response on each trial was the
Figure 1. Perceptual search and episodic memory search tasks. a, Trial structure in the perceptual search task. A sentence
instructed subjects to search for a specific target (object or character) that could appear at any time in the upcoming 12 s video clip.
Subjects searched for the target while fixating a central cross and pressed a button as soon as the target was detected. Search
duration was varied (early, middle, late) by manipulating the time at which the target was presented. After display offset, a
variable ITI was interposed before the onset of the next sentence. b, Trial structure in the episodic memory search task. Subjects
read a sentence describing a specific detail of a previously encoded episode from a TV show. They then retrieved information from
episodic memory to judge the accuracy (i.e., true, false) of the sentence, which they indicated by pressing one of two buttons.
Subjects were given up to 15 s to provide the judgment on each trial. An example of early, middle, and late search trials are
provided. After subjects’ response, a variable ITI was interposed before the onset of the next sentence.
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sum of the hemodynamic responses that were generated by the above
processes, and was used to identify the voxels that were activated or
deactivated by each process. The assumed response for each process was
generated by convolving a function representing the duration of the
process (rectangle functions for sustained processes, delta functions for
transient processes) with a standard hemodynamic response function
(Boynton et al., 1996).
The experiment was specifically designed to enable the separation of
the component processes by the process model. The sentence-reading
phase was separated using a catch trial technique (Shulman et al., 1999;
Ollinger et al., 2001a,b), in which on a random 20% of the trials, the trial
ended after the sentence-reading phase. This technique has been vali-
dated and widely used to separate the BOLD signals to a cue from the
signals to subsequent events (e.g., targets). In the current paradigm, the
“cue” is represented by sentence presentation (and the associated pro-
cesses such as reading), whereas the “target” is represented by memory
retrieval (in the broad sense discussed above) and response. The rationale
here is that, since subjects perform the same operations during catch and
“full” trials, the BOLD response associated with sentence reading can be
isolated and subtracted from the overall BOLD activity of full trials.
The display, search, and detection processes of the perceptual task
were separated by arranging for them to have very different temporal
profiles, which decorrelated the corresponding regressors in the linear
model.Whereas the display durationwas always 12 s, the search duration
could vary over trials from 1 to 12 s. Similarly, whereas the display and
search components were sustained processes that always began at display
onset, the detection processwas a transient event that randomly occurred
at very different times after display onset. A total of 17 parameters was
created. A sustained sentence parameter modeled the 4 s reading time. A
sustained display parameter modeled the 12 s of audiovisual stimulation
presented on each trial. Different versions of the search parameter spec-
ified different search outcomes. The duration of the search process, cor-
responding to the duration for which the display was searched, varied
across trials depending on the subject’s response (Shulman et al., 2007).
A “Search-Hit-HC” and a “Search-Hit-LC” parameter separately coded
searches on high- and low-confidence hit trials. Themodel assumed that
the search process for these trials terminated at target onset to avoid
contamination from activity associated with decision making, action
planning, and action execution, processes that are associated with target
detection rather than search. A “Search-Miss” and a “Search-CR”param-
eter separately modeled searches that lasted until the end of the clip,
whereas a “Search-FA” parameter modeled search on false alarm trials
until the onset of the subject’s response. Finally, a “Search-without-
Response” parameter coded trials in which subjects did not press any key.
TransientBOLDresponses related to thedetectionresponsephaseof the trial
were separately estimated. Four detection parameters (“Detection-Target-
HC,” “Detection-Target-LC,” “Detection-Oddball-HC,” “Detection-
Oddball-LC”) modeled detection-related processes at stimulus onset
separately for the two levels of confidence (high, low) and twokinds of target
(target, oddball). Two miss parameters (“Miss-HC,” “Miss-LC”) were esti-
mated at the time of the missed target presentation for the two levels of
confidence. One “FA-Response” parameter was estimated starting at the
onset of the false alarm response. Finally, a “Miss-Response” and a “CR-
Response” parameter were estimated starting at display offset.
The search and detection processes in thememory task were separated
by exploiting the large variability of retrieval time across trials. Specifi-
cally, whereas the search component was a sustained process that always
began at cue sentence offset, the detection process was a transient event
that randomly occurred at very different times after search offset. The
process GLM for the memory paradigm included 11 task-related param-
eters. Two sustained sentence (“Sentence-Val,” “Sentence-Inv”) param-
eters modeled the 4 s reading time for valid or invalid questions. Five
search parameters were generated according to the subject’s response. To
avoid contamination from activity associated with decision making, ac-
tion planning, and action execution, we defined the duration of search on
each trial by subtracting a constant term from the reaction time (RT) for
each individual. This constant term, calculated from the perceptual task,
was the mean RT across subjects from target onset (1664 ms). Four
search parameters (“Search-Corr-HC,” “Search-Corr-LC,” “Search-Inc-
HC,” “Search-Inc-LC”) separately coded for searches on high and low
confidence, correct and incorrect trials, whereas a fifth parameter mod-
eled trials in which subjects did not press any key. Finally, four transient
detection parameters (“Detection-Corr-HC,” “Detection-Corr-LC,”
“Detection-Inc-HC,” “Detection-Inc-HC”) modeled high- and low-
confidence correct and incorrect responses, with an onset corresponding
to the offset of the search process.
The “frame-by-frame” GLM. Although the previous model estimated
the selective contribution of each process to the observed BOLD re-
sponse, it involved assumed response functions. To examine the overall
time course of BOLD activity for different types of trials (e.g., early,
middle, and late correct response trials), which reflects the sum of the
BOLD signal for the processes operative on those trials, a second type of
GLM was created that made no assumption about the shape of the he-
modynamic response. This frame-by-framemodel provided an unbiased
estimate of the time course for each trial type (Ollinger et al., 2001a,b),
generating separate delta function regressors for each MR frame up to
30 s after trial onset.
Two different types of frame-by-frame GLMs were created, a
”between-trial” GLM and a “within-trial” GLM (Shulman et al., 1999).
The between-trial GLM yielded a separate estimate of the BOLD time
course for each trial type, such as sentence-reading catch trials and the
different types of full trials (e.g., early, middle, and late correct response
trials). Overall, time courses for eight types of trials, all starting at sen-
tence onset, were estimated in the memory task: sentence-reading catch
trials, three correct response trials (early, middle, late), three incorrect
response trials (early, middle, late), and trials in which subjects did not
press a key. Therefore, for example, the time course for a late correct trial
indicated the time course over the entire trial starting from the onset of
the sentence, and reflected the sum of the BOLD signals for all the pro-
cesses operative on that trial (sentence reading, search, and detection).
To examine the time courses of BOLDactivity associatedwith episodic
memory retrieval without the contribution of the sentence-reading com-
ponent, we also designed a within-trial model, in which the sentence-
reading phase (whether it occurred in catch trial or as part of a full trial)
and the subsequent phase (search and detection) of full trials were sepa-
rately estimated. Therefore, in the within model, the time courses for
different trial types startedat theonsetofmemorysearch,notof the sentence,
anddid not reflect the contribution of the preceding sentence-reading phase
(Shulman et al., 1999; Ollinger et al., 2001a,b). Again, eight time course
regressors were estimated: one regressor for sentence reading, three regres-
sors for the postsentence task phase (one for each type of correct trial; early,
middle, late), three regressors for the postsentence task phase (one for each
type of incorrect trial; early, middle, late), and a regressor for the postsen-
tence task phase on trials in which the subject did not press a key.
Two frame-by-frame GLMs were also created for the perceptual task.
In the between-trial GLM, time courses for 13 types of trials were esti-
mated: sentence reading, three hit-target, three hit-oddball, three miss
[depending on the interval of target presentation (early, middle, late)], CR
and FA trials, as well as trials in which subjects did not press a key. In the
within-trial GLM, the sentence-reading phase of a trial, whether it occurred
in a sentence-reading catch trial or as part of a full trial, was separately esti-
mated with a single regressor. Again, time courses regressors for 13 types of
trials were estimated in the perceptual task, like in the between-trial GLM.
Resting-state functional connectivity MRI analysis for
DMN definition
We conducted six rs-fMRI runs (5 m each) in which the BOLD signal
was measured while subjects maintained fixation on a central cross in an
otherwise blank display. Resting-state functional connectivity MRI (rs-
fcMRI) assesses the temporal correlation between BOLD time series in
different regions of the brain at rest, with no experimenter-imposed task.
After the standard preprocessing of BOLD images described above, data
were passed through an additional series of processing steps for the as-
sessment of resting-state functional connectivity (Fox et al., 2006; Vin-
cent et al., 2006;He et al., 2007). First, the six runswere concatenated. For
each voxel, temporal filtering retained frequencies 0.1 Hz and data
were spatially smoothed using a 6 mm full-width half-maximumGauss-
ian blur. Several sources of spurious or regionally nonspecific variance
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were then removed by linear regression including: six parameters ob-
tained by rigid body headmotion correction, the signal averaged over the
whole brain, the signal averaged over the lateral ventricles, and the signal
averaged over a region centered in the deep cerebral white matter.
The DMN was defined using the following procedure: first, we iden-
tified the peaks of deactivation from the map of the perceptual search-
related deactivation. Four peaks were selected based on their proximity
to the main components of the DMN (Shulman et al., 1997; Mazoyer et
al., 2001; Buckner et al., 2008): mPFC, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC),
left AG, and right AG. Regions of interest (ROIs) (6mm radius) centered
on these peaks were generated and served as seeds to create functional
connectivity maps in each subject.
To create voxelwise maps for each seed region, the BOLD time series
from the rs-fMRI session was averaged over all voxels in the ROI, the
voxelwise Pearson correlation coefficients between that seed time course
and all other voxels were computed, and the Fisher z-transform was
applied. For the group statistical analysis, a one-sample t test with subject
as a random effect was computed on the Fisher z-transformed values and
the resulting group maps were Monte Carlo corrected over the brain for
multiple comparisons (voxel size, 3 3 3 mm; cluster size, 17 voxels;
z 3, corresponding to p 0.05). We then created a conjunction map
representing, for each voxel, the number of seeds (1–4) showing signif-
icant positive correlation with that voxel. Only voxels showing positive
correlation with at least three seed ROIs were used to define the DMN.
fMRI statistical analysis
Using the process GLM, we created group voxelwise statistical maps
[Monte Carlo corrected over the brain for multiple comparisons (voxel
size, 3 3 3 mm; cluster size, 17 voxels; z 3, corresponding to p
0.05)] in which subject was treated as a random effect. One-sample vox-
elwise t tests were conducted to determine voxels in which a parameter
was significantly different from zero. To focus on optimal task perfor-
mance, voxelwisemaps of perceptual andmemory search-related activity
were obtained using only Search-Hit-HC and Search-Corr-HC trials,
respectively.
ROIs were created using a peak-search algorithm that identified peaks
in the uncorrected z-maps and consolidated foci closer than 12 mm by
coordinate averaging. Spherical ROIs (radius, 9 mm) were formed, cen-
tered on the consolidated foci, that excluded voxels not contained in the
multiple-comparison corrected z-map. For the creation of ROIs from the
memory search activation map, an additional masking procedure was
performed to ensure that all the voxels were unambiguously located
inside (intra-DMN) or outside (extra-DMN) the independently defined
DMN. Time courses of BOLD activity for catch trials and early, middle,
and late correct trials in the memory task were obtained using both
versions of the frame-by-frame GLM. One subject was excluded from
this analysis since she did not provide answers in the shortest interval.
Once the group-averaged time course of BOLD activity was estimated in
a ROI, a simpler version of the process GLM [including only four param-
eters for the perceptual task (display, search, detection, and end re-
sponses) and two parameters for the memory task (search, detection)]
was fit to the estimated time courses to verify both the degree towhich the
model described the underlying time courses (adjusted R 2) and the con-
tribution of each parameter to the overall response (Betas) (see supple-
mental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
The latency of the peak of activity in parietal regions showingmemory
search-related activity was estimated using the time courses obtained
with the frame-by-frame between-trial GLM. To get a robust measure of
peak latency (expressed inMR frames), we calculated the weighted aver-
age of the peak frame and the frames just before and after the peak (i.e.,
weighting each of the three frames by the magnitude at that frame). A
three-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with DMN (intra-, extra-), re-
gion (two levels), and interval (early, middle, late) as factors, assessed the
presence of significant difference across parietal regions on the weighted
values of peak latency for different retrieval intervals.
The voxelwise map of the BOLD response for memory detection was
obtained using correct trials, collapsing over retrieval confidence. A one-
sample t test (detection parameter vs the baseline, using the process
GLM) was performed in parietal intra- and extra-DMN regions showing
memory search-related activity to test whether they also exhibited a sig-
nificant transient response for memory detection. Statistical compari-
sons between time courses of BOLDactivity of different ROIs (each of the
extra-DMNROIs vsmotor cortex ROI) were performed using a two-way
ANOVAwith region (two levels) and time (15MR frames corresponding
to the BOLD response to the whole trial) as factors.
All the search parameters (process GLM) were collapsed for the anal-
ysis of BOLD–behavior relationship in the memory task, and new ROIs
were formed following the same procedure. One subject was excluded
from the analysis since he did not provide a sufficient number (10) of
low-confidence responses. Two-tailed paired t tests were performed in
the obtained ROIs to determine whether the Search-Corr-HC parameter
differed from the Search-Corr-LCparameter. For one-sample and paired
t tests, a Bonferroni correction was used to account for the number of
multiple comparisons.
Additional fMRI statistical analysis
We performed two sets of control analyses. First, we tested whether the
dissociation between anterior and posterior DMN nodes held also when
using a DMN definition based on a pure deactivation criterion (supple-
mental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Spherical ROIs (radius, 9 mm) were formed, centered on the peaks of
perceptual search-related deactivations used to define the DMN. Time
courses of BOLD activity for catch trials and early, middle, and late trials
of both the perceptual and the memory tasks were extracted from each
ROI using the frame-by-frame between-trial GLM. In addition, we tested
the statistical significance of the BOLD response to the memory Search-
Corr-HC parameter (one-sample t test vs the baseline) in each ROI using
the process GLM.
Second, we tested whether the ROIs centered on the peaks of memory
search-related activity were also deactivated during the perceptual search
task, in accordance to a DMN definition based on deactivation criterion
(supplemental Fig. 5, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Time courses of BOLD activity for catch trials and early, mid-
dle, and late trials of both the memory and the perceptual tasks were
extracted from each ROI using the frame-by-frame, between-trial GLM.
Furthermore, we tested the statistical significance of the BOLD response
to the perceptual Search-Hit-HC parameter (one-sample t test vs the
baseline) in each ROI using the process GLM.
Additional rs-fcMRI analyses
To determine whether intra- and extra-DMN parietal regions belonged
to different resting-state functional networks, we formed five seed ROIs
(6 mm radius), centered on the peaks of memory search-related activa-
tions on the left hemisphere, corresponding to the AG, the posterior
cingulate cortex-precuneus (PCC-PreCu), the anterior intraparietal sul-
cus (aIPS), the postcentral sulcus (PoCS), and the posterior parahip-
pocampal gyrus (pParaHC). Corrected group voxelwise maps were
created for each seed using the same procedure described above. In ad-
dition, we calculated the significance of rs-fcMRI between pairs of seed
regions. For each subject, the correlation coefficient between the two
regional time courses was computed and the Fisher z-transform was
applied. A cross-correlation matrix was created showing the group-
averaged correlation coefficient of any given pair of seed regions. Signif-
icant correlation between pairs of seed regions was assessed using a one-




The accuracy of the perceptual search task was 0.69 0.1 (odd-
ball target excluded) and was also significantly different for high-
confidence (0.79  0.2) and low-confidence (0.39  0.2)
judgments (t(18) 10.72; p 0.001). The accuracy of the episodic
memory search task was 0.73 0.1 (chance level, 0.5).
Supplemental Figure 2a (available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplementalmaterial) shows that the paradigm successfully var-
ied the duration of memory retrieval over a wide range of values,
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allowing the isolation of the search process. The graph shows the
number of trials (all trials, correct trials, and incorrect trials) in
which the reaction time to make the memory judgment, mea-
sured from the start of the search phase (i.e., from the offset of the
sentence), fell within a certain interval. Because very few re-
sponses occurred in the 12–15 s interval and performance at two
time points was at chance, trials in this interval were excluded
from the subsequent fMRI analysis. The remaining trials were
divided into three bins (early, 0–4 s; middle, 4–8 s; late, 8–12 s
after sentence offset) for time course averaging in the fMRI anal-
ysis. A significant confidence effect was observed (supplemental
Fig. 2b, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial): accuracy was 0.81  0.2 for high- and 0.63  0.2 for low-
confidence trials (t(18) 7.40; p 0.001, two-tailed paired t test).
There was also a progressive decrease in accuracy as retrieval time
took longer (0.82  0.01, 0.73  0.02, and 0.67  0.02, respec-
tively) (F(2,34)  85.25, p  0.001, one-way ANOVA); however,
performance was mostly above chance also in the late bin (p 
0.001, one-sample t test).
fMRI
Identification of the default mode network
The DMN was identified using a two-step approach. First, since
the DMN is known to be deactivated during active, goal-directed
analyses of environmental stimuli (Shulman et al., 1997; Raichle
et al., 2001), we examined search-related BOLD activity in the
perceptual task, in which visually presented sentences instructed
participants to search for and detect visual targets in 12 s video
clips. By manipulating the time at which the target appeared, we
separated brain activity associated specifically with searching for
the visual target from activity because of the physical display and
target detection. Four peaks of search-related deactivations cor-
responding to the major nodes of the DMN were identified: the
mPFC (x1, y49, z11), the PCC (x1, y45,
z28), and the left (x44, y63, z34) and right AG
(x  44, y  62, z  40) (Fig. 2a). Other peaks of deacti-
vations were identified in the map of search-related activity, al-
though they extended into regions that are not classically
associated with the DMN (e.g., peripheral early visual cortex,
Figure 2. Definition of the DMN. a, Multiple-comparison corrected group z-map showing search-related BOLD deactivations (light to dark blue colors) with respect to the baseline in the
perceptual search task. The search parameter was obtained using Search-Hit-HC trials (process GLM) (see Materials andMethods). The voxelwise map is superimposed over the lateral inflated, the
medial inflated, and the flat representation of both hemisphere of the PALS Atlas [Caret 5.5 software (Van Essen, 2005)]. The dark circles represent the peaks of deactivations thatwere used as seeds
for the functional connectivity analysis. Seeds in PCC and mPFC are presented in both hemisphere since they were close (1 mm) to the midline. b, Frequency map that represents voxels showing
functional connectivitywith the seed regions obtained from the perceptual task. For each voxel, the color represents significant resting-state positive correlationswith one (blue), two (green), three
(orange), or four (red) seeds. The DMNwas defined as those voxels showing functional connectivity with at least three of four seeds (regions surrounded bywhite borders). c, Group z-map showing
how connectivity varieswithin the regions that are defined as being part of theDMN. Themap represents themean z score of the rs-fcMRImaps obtained using the four seeds. The resultingmapwas
masked by the border of the DMN (white).
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posterior insula). The presence of nontraditional regions of
BOLD signal deactivation may have depended on the specific
characteristics of the current perceptual search task, a source of
variation that is minimized in metaanalyses that consider com-
mon deactivated regions across multiple tasks (Shulman et al.,
1997). For this reason, we combined the deactivation foci ap-
proach with a rs-fcMRI approach to identify the full network in
accordance with the current literature (Buckner et al., 2008).
The coordinates of the four peaks of deactivation were used as
seeds in a connectivity analysis that involved an independent set
of rs-fMRI runs collected on the same subjects. Figure 2b shows
the conjunctionmap representing voxels showing positive corre-
lationwith one up to four seeds. TheDMNwas identified as those
voxels showing correlation with at least three of four seeds (areas
enclosed in the white borders). The resulting DMN is highly con-
sistent with previous definitions (Shulman et al., 1997; Mazoyer
et al., 2001; Buckner et al., 2008) and comprises midline [ventral
and dorsalmPFC; PCC, extending toward the precuneus (PreCu)
and the retrosplenial cortex], and lateral structures (AG, superior
frontal sulcus, lateral temporal cortex, and hippocampus, bilat-
erally). Figure 2c, which represents the average of the connectivity
maps obtained using each seed, illustrates how connectivity var-
ies within the regions that are defined as being part of the DMN.
Functional heterogeneity of parietal regions located inside and
outside the DMN during episodic memory retrieval
Next, we investigated the role of parietal regions inside and out-
side the DMN during the episodic memory task, in which sub-
jects were allowed up to 15 s to judge the accuracy of sentences
describing specific details about one of twomovies that had been
viewed on a previous day. The large intertrial variability of re-
trieval time was exploited to isolatememory search-related activ-
ity from the activity related to the execution of the motor
response, since these processes can deactivate the DMN. If pos-
terior nodes of the DMN directly support episodic retrieval
whereasmore dorsal parietal regions aremore involved in postre-
trieval processes, then these regions should show different time
courses, with retrieval-related regions showing peak activity be-
fore decision-related regions.
Figure 3a shows the positive memory search-related activa-
tions that were observed in posterior regions located inside and
outside the DMN, which is indicated by white outlines. Within
the DMN, the strongest memory search related activations were
observed in angular gyrus and posterior cingulate/precuneus
(intra-DMN, AG and PCC-PreCu). Outside the default network,
parietal activity (Fig. 3a) was observed in left anterior intrapari-
etal and postcentral sulcus (extra-DMN, aIPS and PoCS), which
were located more dorsally and anteriorly with respect to the AG
region of the DMN.
Figure 3b (top row) shows the BOLD time courses in intra-
DMN parietal regions for trials involving different search dura-
tions, starting from the onset of the sentence (i.e., from the start
of the trial). Activity quickly reached peak activation levels
8–10 s from cue sentence onset (highlighted by the gray trans-
parent bar) for each of the three search intervals, but peak mag-
nitude increased with retrieval duration, consistent with a
functional role in memory search. Therefore, the BOLD signal
showed an amplitude increase but no “progressive” shift in peak
onset [peak onset shifting later in time (i.e., to the right on the
graphs)] from early to late trials. A similar pattern of activity was
observed in a left pParaHC, which showed significant memory
search-related activity in accordance with several neuroanatomi-
calmodels (Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaumet al., 2007). This pattern
of activity suggests an involvement of posterior DMN regions, in
association with medial temporal cortex, in the retrieval of infor-
mation triggered by the cue sentence.
In contrast, extra-DMN regions (Fig. 3b, bottom row) exhib-
ited an initial decrease of the BOLD signal after cue sentence
onset, followed by a sustained activation characterized by a pro-
gressive shift in peak onset from early to late trials. This pattern
suggests a delayed but more sustained involvement of these re-
gions in the memory task, consistent with a role in the manipu-
lation of retrieved information in working memory or in
memory-based decision making. The reliability of this difference
was tested in a three-way ANOVA on a weightedmeasure of peak
latency (see Materials and Methods), with DMN (intra-, extra-),
Figure 3. Profile of BOLD activity of intra- and extra-DMN regions during the memory task.
a, Inflated representation of the left hemisphere showing regions of the lateral and medial
parietal lobe centered on the peaks of positive memory search-related activity (process GLM).
Regions (defined by black borders) are located either inside (intra-DMN: AG, PCC-PreCu) or
outside (extra-DMN: aIPS, PoCS) the DMN (white borders) and are superimposed over the vox-
elwise map of positive search-related activity. A region of the medial temporal lobe with sig-
nificant memory search-related activity (pParaHC) is also highlighted. b, Time courses of BOLD
activity, aligned to the onset of the cue sentence (frame-by-frame, between-trial GLM), ex-
tracted from the five regions illustrated in a. Intra- and extra-DMN regions are located on the
top and bottom rows, respectively. Time courses were grouped according to the retrieval time
interval and refer to catch trials (gray), and early (1– 4 s; green), middle (4–8 s; orange), and
late (8–12 s; black) correct trials. The gray transparent vertical bar in each graph highlights the
fifth and sixth frame (corresponding to8–10 s after cue sentence onset) for comparison
purpose. The horizontal line under the graphs illustrates the temporal duration of the corre-
sponding retrieval intervals. c, The graph illustrates the relationship between peak latency of
BOLD activity (frame of peak) and retrieval interval in extra-DMN regions (aIPS and PoCS; black
line) compared with intra-DMN regions (AG and PCC-PreCu; gray line). Extra-DMN regions
showedagreater increase in peak latency as subjects tookmore time to judge the correctness of
cue sentences, indicating a more sustained involvement during retrieval.
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region (two levels), and interval (early, middle, late) as factors.
This analysis revealed a highly significant interaction between
DMN and interval (F(2,34) 14.73; p 0.0001) and no interac-
tion with region (Fig. 3c), confirming a reliable difference in peak
latency across sets of regions.
Activity in both intra-DMN and extra-DMN regions was
present during the sentence-reading phase of the trial, as illus-
trated by the time courses for catch trials (gray lines in the time
courses), in which the trial ended after the offset of the 4 s sen-
tence cue (Fig. 3b). Because these regions were either not acti-
vated (PCC-PreCu: t(18)0.91, p NS; PoCS: t(18)1.33,
p  NS; one-sample t test of the perceptual sentence reading
parameter against the baseline), with a trend in the means for
deactivation, or even significantly deactivated (AG: t(18)4.35,
p 0.001; aIPS: t(18)5.14, p 0.0001) by sentence reading in
the perceptual task, this result suggests thatmemory retrieval and
evaluation probably started during the sentence phase of the
memory task.
Sequence of BOLD responses from memory search to
motor execution
The delayed peak of activity observed in extra-DMN, compared
with intra-DMN regions (Fig. 3c), raised the possibility that their
activity extended to the motor response phase of the task, which
was assessed with the detection parameter obtained using the
process GLM (seeMaterials andMethods). The voxelwisemap in
Figure 4a shows the distribution of positive detection BOLD ac-
tivity during correct memory trials. Detection activity was clearly
observed in both extra-DMN regions (PoCS: t(18)  9.55, p 
0.0001; aIPS: t(18)  6.02, p  0.0001, one-sample t test) and in
somato-motor cortex (SMC) [(x  32, y  29, z  55),
indicated in the figure], but not in intra-DMN (AG: t(18) 
0.20, p  0.84; PCC-PreCu: t(18)  0.83, p  0.42). However,
extra-DMN regions also differed from the SMC region, as the
latter was not activated by the search phase of the task (Fig. 4a). t
tests comparing the memory search parameters for aIPS and
PoCS with SMC yielded significant differences for both pairs of
regions (aIPS vs SMC, t(18)5.17,p0.0001; PoCSvs SMC, t(18)
4.84, p  0.0001; paired-sample t tests). Therefore, extra-DMN
regions were activated during memory search before motor exe-
cution but this activation extended into the final decision/re-
sponse phase of the task.
The progressive sequencing over time of activation from
intra- to extra-DMN regions to somatomotor cortex is shown in
Figure 4b, which displays time courses from these regions in a
single graph for each retrieval interval. In the early interval (left
graph), activity in pParaHC (gray line), intra-DMN (red), extra-
DMN (blue), and SMC (black) starts from baseline and reaches a
peak at closely spaced times. However, as the duration of the
memory search phase increases, the activity of these regions be-
comesmore temporally separated. This segregation ismaximal in
the late interval (right graph), which clearly shows the tempo-
ral progression of activity from parietal intra-DMN and the
pParaHC regions to parietal extra-DMN regions and finally to
the SMC, which had the latest onset.
We conducted an analysis to show that the time courses of the
extra-DMN regions differed from the time course in SMC. A
two-way ANOVA on the data from the late interval, with region
(two levels) and time (15 MR frames) as factors, revealed signif-
icant interactions of region by time for the comparison of SMC
and aIPS (F(14,238)  5.15; p  0.0001) and SMC and PoCS
(F(14,238) 10.33; p 0.0001). These results confirm those from
the earlier analysis showing that thememory search parameter in
SMC was significantly smaller than the memory search parame-
ters for aIPS and PoCS.
Overall, these results suggest a flow of activity from intra- to
extra-DMN regions to somatomotor cortex during the perfor-
mance of the episodic memory task.
Functional connectivity of intra- and extra-DMN parietal regions
We examined whether the functional distinctions between intra-
DMN and extra-DMN regions were corroborated by different
patterns of functional connectivity in the resting state. The coor-
dinates of intra- and extra-DMN regions and of the pParaHC
region, derived from the map of memory search-related activity,
were used as seeds to create rs-fcMRI voxelwise maps. Figure 5, a
and b, illustrates the rs-fcMRI maps obtained using the AG and
the PoCS regions as seeds, respectively. As expected, the pattern
of functional connectivity using the left AG seed matched almost
perfectly the topography of the DMN, showing positive correla-
tion with the PCC, the mPFC, and medial and lateral aspects of
the temporal cortex. In contrast, the connectivity map of the
PoCS seed was noticeably different, showing positive correlation
only with voxels that were outside the DMN and negative corre-
lation with all the regions of the DMN. Furthermore, the rs-
fcMRImap obtained using the pParaHC region as a seed (Fig. 5c)
showed positive correlation only with intra-, but not extra-DMN
regions. Notably, the pParaHC region also showed positive cor-
relation with the ventral aspect of the mPFC. Figure 5d illustrates
Figure4. Sequenceof BOLD responses frommemory search tomotor execution.a,Multiple-
comparison corrected group z-map showing detection-related BOLD activations (red to yellow
colors) with respect to the baseline in the memory search task. The detection parameter was
obtained using all correct trials (process GLM) (see Materials and Methods). The DMN (white)
and the parietal ROIs (black) are shown. An additional region [motor cortex (MC)] was created
on the peak of detection-related response corresponding to the hand region of the motor
cortex. b, Time courses of BOLD activity arranged so that different graphs represent the activity
of different regions in each retrieval interval. The progressive involvement of different regions
during the memory task is particularly evident in the late interval (right graph). Intra-DMN
regions are presented in red (AG, PCC-PreCu), extra-DMN in light blue, pParaHC in gray, and
motor cortex in black color. Thegreen line and the letter “D” in eachgraph indicate the temporal
interval in which detections occurred.
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the cross-correlation matrix showing the regional correlation
across the sets of intra- and extra-DMNregions and the pParaHC
region. The regional analysis confirmed that PCC-PreCu was
uncorrelated with aIPS (r  0.03; t(18)  0.44; p  0.67,
one-sample t test), negatively correlated with PoCS (r  0.28;
t(18)7.90; p 0.0001), andpositively correlatedwithAG (r
0.69; t(18)  19.26; p  0.0001) and pParaHC (r  0.38; t(18) 
8.97; p  0.0001). Similarly, AG was negatively correlated with
PoCS (r  0.26; t(18)  7.42; p  0.0001) and positively
correlated with pParaHC (r 0.28; t(18) 6.63; p 0.0001). The
analysis revealed thatAGwas slightly correlatedwith aIPS (r 0.15;
t(18)2.27;p0.05), but, given the spatial proximityof the regions,
this relationshipmay primarily reflect local correlation. Overall, the
pattern of resting-state functional connectivity further indicated a
substantial dissociation between extra- and intra-DMN regions,
supporting their functional task-based dissociation.
Dissociation between anterior and posterior nodes of the DMN
during episodic memory search
We next examined whether the DMN functions homogenously
during episodic memory retrieval by comparing the involvement
of anterior and posterior nodes of the DMN during the memory
search task. Figure 6a illustrates the cortical distribution ofmem-
ory search-related BOLD activations (red to yellow colors) and
deactivations (green to blue colors) in cortical regions that fell
within the borders of the DMN, delimitated by white borders.
Figure 6b shows the BOLD time courses for trials involving dif-
ferent search durations, starting from the onset of the sentence
(i.e., the start of the trial).
A clear dissociation was observed between the activity of an-
terior and posterior nodes of the DMN. As shown above, robust
memory search-related activation over the baseline was observed
in several posterior nodes of the DMN (AG and PCC-PreCu) in
both hemispheres. In contrast, regions around the anterior node
of the DMN (mPFC) exhibited a robust search-related deactiva-
tion that varied with the duration of memory retrieval. This dis-
sociation between anterior and posterior nodes of the DMN,
although evident from the time courses of the entire trial shown
in Figure 6b, was observed for multiple phases of the memory
task. It was present during the sentence-reading phase, as illus-
trated by the time courses for catch trials (gray lines in the time
courses), in which the trial ended after the offset of the 4 s sen-
tence cue (Fig. 6b). It was also observed during the pure memory
retrieval phase of the task that followed the sentence cue, illus-
trated by the time courses that specifically isolated the memory
retrieval phase (see Materials andMethods), as shown in supple-
mental Figure 3 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).
To test the robustness of the present results, we replicated the
analyses using a DMN definition based on a pure deactivation
criterion (i.e., foci that were deactivated during the perceptual
task) (Fig. 2a), rather using a definition based on resting-state
functional connectivity analyses of these deactivated foci (Fig.
2b). The same dissociation between mPFC and AG/PCC was ob-
served whenmemory activity was extracted from the regions that
were used as seeds for the functional connectivity analysis (sup-
plemental Fig. 4a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material). In particular, the PCC and the left and right AG
seeds all showed a positive, parametric modulation of the BOLD
signal during the memory task (supplemental Fig. 4c, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and a significant
positive modulation of the memory search parameter (Search-
Corr-HC) (supplemental Fig. 4d, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material), whereas the opposite pattern was ob-
served in the mPFC seed.
However, although significant activity in the episodic mem-
ory task was observed for regions of PCC-PreCu that fell within
the borders of the DMN as defined using either a composite
perceptual deactivation/rs-fcMRI criterion or a pure perceptual
Figure5. Functional connectivity of intra- and extra-DMNparietal regions.a, Inflated representation of the left hemisphere showing the voxelwise rs-fcMRI statisticalmaps obtained in the same
group of subjects using the left AG as seed. The group voxelwise z-map is shown for a one-sample, random-effects t test, corrected for multiple comparisons, of whether the Fisher z-transformed
correlation valueswere different from zero. The black sphere represents the location of the 6mm seed.b, c, Voxelwise rs-fcMRI statisticalmaps using PoCS and pParaHC gyrus as seeds, respectively.
d, Cross-correlationmatrix illustrating the correlation between pairs of regions among the sets of intra- and extra-DMN regions and the pParaHC region. The degree of correlation is color-coded so
that green to blue colors represent increasing negative correlation and yellow to red colors represent increasing positive correlation.
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deactivation criterion, the peak memory-related activity (PCC-
PreCu; x2, y64, z24) was nonetheless centered in
a more posterior location than the peak search-related deactiva-
tion during the perceptual task (PCC; x1, y45, z28)
(compare Figs. 2a, 3a) (for similar results, see also Buckner et al.,
1996). The vector distance between these peaks was 19.4 mm,
whereas the distance between the peaks of perceptual deactiva-
tion and memory activation in left and right AG was 8.8 and 9.4
mm, respectively. There were multiple peak deactivations in
mPFC during the perceptual task, as shown in supplemental Fig-
ure 4a (available atwww.jneurosci.org as supplementalmaterial),
but the peak at 1, 49, 11 that was used in the rs-fcMRI
analysis was only 4.1mm fromapeak deactivation in thememory
task, as shown in supplemental Figure 5a (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Correspondingly, based
on the ROIs defined from peakmemory-related activity (supple-
mental Fig. 5a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material), PCC-PreCu exhibited only a trend for a search-related
deactivation in the perceptual task (supplemental Fig. 5d, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) [t(18) 
0.09; p 0.08; one-sample t test between the search parameter
(Search-Hit-HC) and the baseline], whereas significant deactiva-
tions were still observed in AG andmPFC (supplemental Fig. 5d,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Therefore, for AG and mPFC, peak activations (AG) or deac-
tivations (mPFC) during the episodicmemory task fell within the
borders of the DMN regardless of how those borders were de-
fined (i.e., using a composite perceptual deactivation/rs-fcMRI
criterion or a peak perceptual deactivation criterion). In contrast,
the peak activation of the PCC-PreCu during the episodic mem-
ory task fell within the borders of the DMN using a composite
perceptual deactivation/rs-fcMRI criterion but not a peak per-
ceptual deactivation criterion, since the activation was located
more posteriorly. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that
all PCC-PreCuROIswithin theDMNwere significantly activated
by the episodic memory task, including the ROI that was defined
by a peak perceptual task deactivation criterion (supplemental
Fig. 4a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). Therefore, PCC-PreCu showed a pattern of episodic mem-
ory task activity that was completely different from that shown in
mPFC (i.e., significant activity that was opposite in sign).
The BOLD–behavior relationship supports the presence of
a dissociation
We investigated the relationship betweenmemory search activity
in anterior and posterior DMN regions and behavioral perfor-
mance, by separating the BOLD signal on trials in which a correct
memory judgment was made with high or low confidence. The
effect of confidence on the BOLD signal exceeded the
Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold (p  0.0025)
within the left lateral parietal DMNROI, extending toward the
occipital cortex [AG (x  33, y  76, z  36), t(17) 
3.65, p  0.0020; two-tailed paired t test] (Fig. 7, first graph
from the left), supporting the behavioral significance of mem-
ory search-related activity observed in DMN regions. Two
other regions located within the borders of the left lateral and
medial parietal DMN nodes showed a milder confidence effect
[AG (x46, y68, z27), t(17) 2.56, p 0.05; PCC
(x  10, y  49, z  36), t(17)  2.40, p  0.05] (Fig. 7,
second graph), which, however, did not exceed the Bonferroni-
corrected statistical threshold.
Previous results have indicated that the magnitude of percep-
tual search-related deactivations are related to task performance
(Shulman et al., 2007), supporting a functional role during task
execution (e.g., filtering of potentially distracting information).
However, in the present study, deactivated regions inmPFCwere
not affected by retrieval confidence [ventral (v)mPFC (x 0, y
47, z  08), t(17)  0.64, p  0.53; dorsal (d)mPFC (x 
03, y  50, z  28), t(17)  0.001, p  1.00] (Fig. 7, third
and fourth graphs, respectively), indicating that BOLD deactiva-
Figure 6. The relationship between the DMN andmemory search-related activity. a, Whole-brain, multiple-comparison corrected group z-map showing search-related BOLD activations (red to
yellow colors) and deactivations (light to dark blue colors)with respect to the baseline in thememory search task. The search parameterwas obtained using Search-Corr-HC trials (process GLM) (see
Materials and Methods). The borders of the DMN (in white) are superimposed over the activation map to reveal regions of overlap. b, Time courses of BOLD activity, aligned to the onset of the cue
sentence (frame-by-frame, between-trial GLM), extracted from five regions showing significant positive and negativememory search-related responses that were located inside the DMN (defined
by black borders on the flatmap). Time courseswere grouped according to the retrieval time interval and refer to catch trials (gray), and early (1– 4 s; green),middle (4–8 s; orange), and late (8–12
s; black) correct trials. The horizontal line under the third graph illustrates the temporal duration of the corresponding retrieval intervals.
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tions in these regions were not related to behavioral outcome.
Overall, the above results indicate that during episodic memory
retrieval anterior nodes of the default system (mPFC) are strongly
dissociated from posterior nodes, particularly the AG.
Finally, no significant difference between memory search fol-
lowed by a high- or low-confidence judgment was observed in
parietal extra-DMN regions [aIPS (x36, y51, z35),
t(17) 0.86, p 0.40; PoCS (x40, y38, z44), t(17)
0.59, p 0.56] (Fig. 7, fifth and sixth graphs, respectively), pro-
viding additional evidence for the functional dissociation of intra-
and extra-DMN regions.
Discussion
The results of the present study demonstrate two general conclu-
sions concerning the role of the DMN during episodic memory
retrieval. First, parietal regions of the DMN are activated in con-
junction with extra-DMN regions during episodic memory
retrieval, but perform different functions. The early peak of task-
evoked activity in intra-DMN and parahippocampal regions and
the close coupling of these regions in rs-fcMRI analyses, both
suggest a role of parietal DMN nodes in retrieval of information
in association with medial temporal sys-
tems. Conversely, the later sustained time
courses of activity in extra-DMN nodes,
which extended into the period in which a
final judgment/response was made, is
more consistent with a role in organizing
retrieved material in working memory,
accumulating evidence that points toward
a particular decision, and making a final
decision and response. Second, the DMN
shows functional heterogeneity during
episodic memory retrieval, with a clear
dissociation between posterior DMN
nodes (particularly the AG), which were
activated by episodic memory retrieval in
a functionally significant manner, and an
anterior DMN node, mPFC, which was
deactivated by episodic memory retrieval
and showed no behavioral significance.
Three functionally dissociable sets of parietal regions during
episodic memory retrieval
Using a novel experimental paradigm (Sestieri et al., 2010) that
parametrically varied the duration of episodic memory process-
ing, we demonstrated differences in the task-evoked time courses
of memory-related activity that carried clear functional implica-
tions. We separately defined the DMN using independent data-
sets from the same subjects (i.e., runs from the perceptual task
and rs-fMRI runs), allowing us to relate these functional charac-
teristics to regions inside and outside the DMN.
Memory-related regions located within the posterior DMN
nodes showed a time course characterized by a rapid increase of
activity in response to a cue requiring the retrieval and evaluation
of information in episodic memory. BOLD activity peaked at
approximately the same time for all memory search/retrieval in-
tervals, but exhibited larger amplitudes for later intervals. The
scaling of the response amplitude with interval may have re-
flected the greater amount of information (Vilberg and Rugg,
2007) that needed to be retrieved to answer the sentence query on
trials in which the final decision and response was rendered late.
AG andPCCwere functionally connected in the resting state with
a medial temporal region that showed a similar time course of
memory-related activity. The early peak response after the sen-
tence cue and the preferential connectivity with medial temporal
structures support the idea that these regions were directly in-
volved in the retrieval process. AG and PCC-PreCumay act as an
“episodic buffer” that represents an interface between stored
memories and an executive system (Baddeley, 2000; Vilberg and
Rugg, 2008), or as a mechanism for orienting the focus of atten-
tion to mnemonic representations (Wagner et al., 2005).
In contrast, posterior regions located outside the DMN, in
aIPS and PoCS, showed a progressive shift in the time of peak
activity with increasing interval (peak onset shifting later in
time from early to late trials) and an absence of resting con-
nectivity with medial temporal structures. This pattern of re-
sults suggests a greater involvement of these extra-DMN
regions in postretrieval processes such as the on-line manip-
ulation of retrieved information in working memory to meet a
behavioral goal (e.g., answering the sentence query) or the
accumulation of evidence toward a memory-based decision
(Wagner et al., 2005; Donaldson et al., 2010). The sustained
activity of aIPS and PoCS was observed up to the motor exe-
cution phase of the memory task. This late activation might
Figure 7. BOLD-behavior relationship. BOLD percentage signal change for the search parameter (process GLM) corresponding
to high (gray bar) and low (white bar) confidence correct trials in the memory task. These BOLDmagnitudes were extracted from
two posterior intra-DMN regions (AG, PCC; first and second graphs, respectively), two anterior intra-DMN regions (vmPFC, dmPFC;
third and fourth graphs, respectively), and two parietal extra-DMN regions (aIPS, PoCS; fifth and sixth graphs, respectively). Error
bars indicate SEM. The asterisks indicate the significance of the paired t test between high- and low-confidence correct search
parameters.
Figure 8. Functional organization of the left posterior parietal cortex. Inflated representa-
tion of the left hemisphere (lateral and medial views) showing parietal regions positively acti-
vatedbymemory (red colordelimitatedbydark redborders) andperceptual (green, delimitated
by dark green borders) search as well as regions belonging to the DMN (blue, delimitated by
dark blue borders), as defined by functional connectivity. Regions of overlap betweenmemory
search activity and the DMN are illustrated in purple color, whereas regions of overlap between
memory and perceptual search are shown in yellow.
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indicate involvement in the motor plan associated with a given
memory-based decision in addition to the processes discussed
above. We emphasize that the complex set of processes that we
have labeled, for convenience, as memory search or memory
retrieval, included more than retrieval or search, and was not
organized serially but perhaps in cascade or as continuous
flow: the retrieval of episodic information guided by the be-
havioral goal, the organization and evaluation of the retrieved
information, and the accumulation of evidence pointing to a
particular response (Moscovitch and Winocur, 1995; Badre
and Wagner, 2007; Mecklinger, 2010). Others have referred to
this type of retrieval as cued recollection (Mendelsohn et al.,
2010).
Sestieri et al. (2010) have shown using the current dataset
that the two sets of memory-related parietal regions (intra-
and extra-DMN regions) (Fig. 8, purple and red colors) were
strongly dissociated from a third adjacent but nonoverlapping
set of regions that included more posterior sections of IPS and
SPL (Fig. 8, in green). These latter regions were activated by
the perceptual search task used here to define the DMN,
whereas some were deactivated by the episodic memory task,
indicating a competitive relationship between parietal regions
involved in perception and episodic memory. As shown in
Figure 8, these three sets of functionally and anatomically
distinct regions tiled large parts of left parietal cortex, similar to a
recent proposal (Nelson et al., 2010).
Functional heterogeneity of the DMN during episodic
memory retrieval
The present results also showed a clear functional dissociation of
anterior and posterior DMN nodes on the basis of task-induced
activity, in contrast with the homogeneity of task-induced deac-
tivations during goal-directed analyses of environmental stimuli
(Shulman et al., 1997; Mazoyer et al., 2001).
A posterior node of the DMN, the AG, was unambiguously
activated over the baseline during thememory task andwasmod-
ulated in a predictable manner by retrieval time. Furthermore, it
was modulated by retrieval confidence, indicating a relationship
with task performance. Regions in the PCC-precuneus showed
similar properties, but the association of the PCC-precuneus
node of the DMN with episodic memory retrieval was more am-
biguous since the peak memory retrieval activity was not aligned
with the peak deactivation during the perceptual task, which oc-
curred almost 2 cmmore posteriorly. Therefore, although a large
section of PCC-precuneus cortex showed similar patterns of
resting-state functional connectivity, it nevertheless showed
some task-related heterogeneity, consistent with a previous ob-
servation (Buckner et al., 1996).
Positive activation of putative DMN regions above a resting
baseline has been previously reported during the execution of
internally oriented tasks (Iacoboni et al., 2004; Ochsner et al.,
2004; Goldberg et al., 2006), but the lack of an independent def-
inition of the DMN within the same study has precluded a con-
clusive demonstration of this phenomenon. The current results,
in conjunction with recent proposals (Buckner et al., 2008; Gold-
berg et al., 2008), indicate that the DMN can be activated by
goal-oriented tasks that emphasize internally directed processes
such as episodic memory retrieval.
The activations observed in posterior DMN nodes contrasted
with the strong deactivation of regions within the anterior mPFC
node of the DMN. mPFC was parametrically deactivated during
memory retrieval and the magnitude of the deactivation was un-
related to task performance, indicating thatmPFC activity during
the memory task was not functionally significant.
Previous reviews of the neural correlates of episodic memory
have focused on the role of lateral rather than medial regions of
the prefrontal cortex (Buckner and Wheeler, 2001; Rugg et al.,
2002). mPFC has not been consistently associated with retrieval
success, although mPFC modulations have been reported in
studies investigating recollection versus familiarity judgments
(Henson et al., 1999; Kahn et al., 2004; Yonelinas et al., 2005).
Recent evidence suggests that mPFC is selectively involved in
episodic memory tasks that explicitly require retrieval of autobi-
ographical information (Cabeza et al., 2004; Svoboda et al., 2006;
McDermott et al., 2009), consistent with a role of this region in
social cognition and self-referential thought (Amodio and Frith,
2006; Northoff et al., 2006).
The present task-evoked dissociation of the DMN is consis-
tent with recent fractionations based on resting-state functional
connectivity analyses (Buckner et al., 2008; Meunier et al., 2009;
Uddin et al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2010). For example, Uddin et al.
(2009) examined the pattern of rs-fcMRI from mPFC and PCC
regions and reported evidence for a dissociation along the antero-
posterior axis, consistent with the present results. An alterna-
tive fractionation, however, was proposed in a recent study
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010), likely reflecting the use of different
tasks. These results indicate the difficulty of determining a single,
“correct” fractionation.
The topographical reproducibility of cortical networks
during either task execution or resting states (Toro et al., 2008;
Smith et al., 2009) does not necessarily imply their functional
homogeneity. In analogy to the existence of multiple func-
tional networks for the processing of environmental stimuli,
the apparent functional homogeneity of the DMN during en-
vironmentally directed tasks (Shulman et al., 1997; Mazoyer et
al., 2001) breaks down in tasks that isolate specific internally
directed processes (Hassabis et al., 2007). The deactivation of
the DMN during environmentally directed tasks likely reflects
the suppression of a broad differentiated set of internally di-
rected processes that involve distinct anatomical structures.
Detailed analyses will likely reveal similar fractionations
within other resting-state networks (Smith et al., 2009; Nelson
et al., 2010).
Finally, our results indicate a flexible or contingent relation-
ship between networks that depends on task demands, by show-
ing the concurrent activation of regions of the DMN and other
cortical networks during goal-directed cognition. Along with
other recent evidence of the flexible interaction between net-
works (Anticevic et al., 2010; Spreng et al., 2010), this finding
does not support a fixed partitioning of the cortex between task-
positive and task-negative networks.
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